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Academic Units of 1 gas MRI to CT is problematic, particularly in lungs whose boundaries are difficult to delineate due to ventilation heterogeneity. This study presents a novel indirect method of registering hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT utilizing 1 H-structural MR images that are acquired in the same breath-hold as the gas MRI. The feasibility of using this technique for regional quantification of ventilation of specific pulmonary structures is demonstrated for the lobes.
The direct and indirect methods of hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT image registration were compared using lung images from 15 asthma patients. Both affine and diffeomorphic image transformations were implemented. Registration accuracy was evaluated using the target registration error (TRE) of anatomical landmarks identified on 1 H MRI and CT. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test statistical significance.
For the affine transformation, the indirect method of image registration was significantly more accurate than the direct method (TRE=14.7±3.2 vs. 19.6±12.7mm, p=0.036). Using a deformable transformation, the indirect method was also more accurate than the direct method (TRE=13. 5±3.3 vs. 20.4±12.8mm, p=0.006) .
Accurate image registration is critical for quantification of regional lung ventilation with hyperpolarized gas MRI within the anatomy delineated by CT. Automatic deformable image registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT via same breath-hold 1
Introduction
Computed tomography is the gold standard for high-resolution structural imaging of the lung but has limited functional sensitivity and soft tissue contrast. The quality of proton structural MRI of the lungs has improved in recent years through the use of MR sequences such as ultra-short echo time (Lederlin and Crémillieux, 2013) and balanced steady state free precession (Rajaram et al., 2012) to the point where the scans have diagnostic utility in certain conditions.
Hyperpolarized gas ( 3 He and 129 Xe) MRI provides highly detailed images of lung ventilation and regional pulmonary function with sensitivity to different aspects of pulmonary physiology and lung disease (Van Beek et al., 2004; Fain et al., 2010) .
Visualization and quantification of this functional data superimposed upon anatomical images may be advantageous in order to maximize the complementary information relating to form and function.
In practice, fused hyperpolarized gas and anatomical lung imaging could be achieved either by the application of image registration or same breath-hold data acquisition. While hyperpolarized gas and 1 H MRI is routinely performed in the same imaging session, coil and pulse sequence designs have only recently realized the capability for same breath-hold acquisition of hyperpolarized gas and 1 H lung MRI (Wild et al., 2011; Wild et al., 2013) . Additionally, superior analytical interpretation and quantification is provided by registration of the hyperpolarized gas MRI not only to 1 H MRI but also to the more detailed images of lung structure provided by highresolution x-ray CT. However, there is little prospect of a hardware solution for combined MR/CT imaging and as such an image registration solution is required.
Registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI and CT has been shown to facilitate functionally weighted radiotherapy treatment planning for lung cancer patients (Ireland et al., 2007a) and enable comparison of CT and 3 He MRI measures of ventilation (Mathew et al., 2012) . Clinical investigations of other obstructive lung diseases, such as cystic fibrosis, asthma and emphysema (van Beek et al., 2004) , could also potentially benefit from the fusion of hyperpolarized gas ventilation MRI with matched anatomical images. In addition, multimodality image fusion of hyperpolarized gas MRI and CT has the potential to facilitate quantification of ventilation for specific pulmonary structures such as the lobes which cannot be identified on hyperpolarized gas MR images .
Preliminary work on hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT image registration demonstrated the feasibility of fusing the images semi-automatically using control point rigid registration (Ireland et al., 2007a) . Subsequently, an enhanced acquisition and registration protocol was reported (Ireland et al., 2008) . Although hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT registration accuracy was improved, the method still requires the input of operator landmarks that have an associated inter-observer variability. Ideally the registration would be performed fully automatically.
In this study, our first hypothesis is that as the 1 H MRI acquired in the same breathhold as hyperpolarized gas MRI is independent of ventilation defects and structurally similar to the CT then it can facilitate automatic hyperpolarized gas MRI/CT image registration. This is analogous to the way CT images from PET/CT can be used as the intermediary for PET image registration (Ireland et al., 2007b) .
A secondary issue with registering hyperpolarized gas MRI to corresponding anatomical images is that quantitative evaluation of registration error is difficult (Ireland et al., 2008) , particularly if significant ventilation defects exist. A method that enables calculation of the target registration error (TRE) of corresponding expert defined anatomical landmarks (Murphy et al., 2011) would be beneficial for assessing hyperpolarized gas MRI registration, especially for distinguishing between registration algorithms. Therefore, in this study, our second hypothesis is that inclusion of same breath-hold 1 H MRI can provide a method for quantifying the TRE for hyperpolarized gas MR image registration.
In this work, we evaluate the role of synchronously acquired 1 H MRI in facilitating automatic hyperpolarized gas MRI/CT image registration and quantitative TRE analysis of hyperpolarized gas MR image registration. In so doing, we demonstrate the feasibility of regional quantification of hyperpolarized gas MR derived ventilation using the underlying lung anatomy from CT.
Materials and Methods

Image acquisition
The study was performed with national research ethics committee approval.
Between February and November 2012, 15 asthma patients gave written informed consent to undergo both hyperpolarized 3 He MRI and CT during breath hold at functional residual capacity (FRC) + 1L and total lung capacity (TLC), respectively. 
Image registration
Image registration was performed using the antsRegistration tool incorporated as part of the Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) Avants et al., 2012) . For each patient, the 3 He MRI and 1 H MRI (moving images) were registered to CT (fixed image) using affine and diffeomorphic image transformations.
CT was resampled to a matrix size of 512 × 512 × 160 voxels to reduce the computational time in performing registrations.
A coarse pre-alignment rigid transform was applied to align the centers of mass of the CT and MR image intensities. The resulting transform was then applied to the affine stage. Due to the multimodal nature of the problem, the mutual information similarity metric was used with 32 histogram bins optimized via the gradient descent algorithm with a step size of 0.1. A multi-resolution Gaussian pyramid with 5 levels was used with down-sampling factors 8x6x4x2x1 and corresponding smoothing Gaussian sigmas of 4x3x2x1x0 mm. A maximum of 10,000 iterations were set for each resolution level to ensure convergence ).
An additional diffeomorphic transformation that copes with large deformations while preserving topology of anatomical structures (Avants et al., 2008) was also applied to the resulting transform of the affine pipeline with the same parameters for the multi-resolution Gaussian pyramid and similarity metric. The Greedy Symmetric
Normalization algorithm (SyN) provided by ANTs registration suite was the chosen diffeomorphic algorithm as it was the highest performing algorithm at a recent pulmonary image registration competition (Murphy et al., 2011) . A step size of 0.2 was selected for the gradient descent optimization algorithm.
To reduce the computational time in performing the registration, 16 cores via two
Intel Xeon E5-2670 processors @ 2.60 GHz were run in parallel on a 64-bit high performance Linux server (Iceberg, University of Sheffield) using the multi-threading options available in Insight Toolkit version 4 (ITK, www.itk.org). Computational times for the full diffeomorphic pipeline ranged from 28 to 37 minutes, including the rigid pre-alignment and affine stages. He MRI were acquired in the same breath hold and spatially coregistered (Wild et al., 2011) , the same transform to map 1 H MRI to CT was applied to map 3 He MRI to CT with linear interpolation for the indirect registrations using the antsApplyTransform tool available in ANTs.
Asthma patient study
For each of the fifteen patients, the following four registration pipelines were performed to register 
Registration evaluation
The registration accuracy of each registration pipeline was assessed quantitatively where pairs of anatomical landmarks were identified by one of the authors (BAT) using Slicer 4 (Fedorov et al., 2012) 
Statistics
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test implemented in IBM SPSS (version 20.0; Chicago, Il, USA) was used to test the statistical significance of the differences between the direct and indirect registration of 3 He MRI to CT. In addition, the TRE for the indirect diffeomorphic pipeline was compared to all other pipelines. A p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Lobar segmentation and regional ventilation quantification
As an example to demonstrate the feasibility of quantification of (Otsu, 1979) . An example in which the direct method failed was for patient 9, which was characterized by extreme hypoventilation including no ventilation in both the left and right lower lungs (Figure 4) . The direct registration broke down for the affine and diffeomorphic methods as the amount of ventilation was insufficient to permit multimodal alignment. The potential for providing regional quantitative ventilation of specific anatomical structures is demonstrated in Figure 6 for patient 11 where the pulmonary CT lobar masks are superimposed on the registered 3 He MRI. For this patient, the percentage ventilation for each lobe was RUL=18.39% RML=14.71%, RLL=25.06%, LUL=27.20%, and LLL=14.64%. 
Results
A median of
Discussion
Image registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI has previously been published in the context of perfusion MRI using controlled gas administration in pigs (Rizi et al., 2003; Hong et al., 2005) while human in vivo 3 He MRI to CT image registration has been reported as part of a study on the feasibility of lung cancer treatment planning with 3 He MRI (Ireland et al., 2007a) . Furthermore, the importance of the image acquisition procedures on the resultant image registration of 3 He MRI to CT has been demonstrated (Ireland et al., 2008) . When there are major differences in patient positioning and posture between the MRI and CT image acquisitions, there can be large errors in image registration when a rigid algorithm is applied.
The data set used in this study is from asthma patients. A previously reported 3 He MRI registration paper involved lung cancer patients (Ireland et al., 2008) . The registration accuracy was improved in that work by having the patient positioning match as closely as possible between the MRI and CT acquisitions. In the current work matching MRI and CT patient positioning was not part of the study protocol.
The CT was performed in a standard manner, involving a breath hold that was different to that used for the MRI acquisition and with a curved diagnostic bed. The objective of the current study was not to improve upon the radiotherapy level of registration accuracy, but rather to investigate the use of the same breath-hold 1 H MRI within the image registration and whether it enables target registration error (TRE) analysis to be performed along with quantification of regional ventilation.
In the present work, the additional 1 H MRI is used as an intermediate step in the registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT. The method of automatic registration assumes intrinsic spatial registration of gas MRI and 1 H MRI, preferably due to same breath-hold acquisition (Wild et al., 2011) , although the method is still potentially viable if hyperpolarized gas and 1 H MR image registration is required from separate breath-holds ).
In addition, application of the image registration transformation that is calculated from hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT to the 1 H MRI landmarks provides a method of assessing the accuracy of gas MRI to CT registration with TRE analysis. Although high quality hyperpolarized gas MR images often contain structural detail that could potentially be used for TRE analysis (Ireland et al., 2008) , the advantage of the same breath-hold 1 H MRI method is that it allows for identification of spatially correlated anatomical landmarks that may not be seen on the hyperpolarized gas MR images due to ventilation defects and partial volume effects.
The indirect affine and diffeomorphic methods demonstrated statistically significant improvements in TRE compared to their corresponding direct methods. The diffeomorphic indirect method of image registration, using 1 H MRI, was more accurate than the other direct and indirect methods. Due to the differences in breathing maneuver and physiological variations between inter-session CT and MRI scans, the diffeomorphic deformable algorithm was able to account better for large deformations than the affine transformation.
With the direct hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT image registration method, there was no statistically significant improvement in using the diffeomorphic transform. The direct affine and diffeomorphic registration broke down for one patient in the study (Horn et al., 2014) .
For this study, only the transform (affine and diffeomorphic) and the moving image There are many potential clinical applications of improved hyperpolarized gas MR image registration since accurate registration of anatomical and functional images can enhance both image interpretation and quantification. For a variety of lung diseases, registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT would enable the pulmonary ventilation to be assessed against the underlying anatomical CT structure, which serves as the gold standard. The feasibility of using the indirect registration technique for regional quantification of ventilation of specific pulmonary structures is demonstrated in Figure 6 . In addition, registration to CT is critical in radiotherapy for the implementation of functionally weighted treatment planning (Ireland et al., 2007a; Bates et al., 2009; Partridge et al., 2010) .
Conclusion
This study demonstrates the benefit of a method of automatic image registration of hyperpolarized gas MRI to CT indirectly via abreath-hold as gas MRI data. This study also shows that inclusion of same breath- for quantification of regional ventilation using hyperpolarized gas MRI and CT.
